83 chevy citation

The Chevrolet Citation is a range of compact cars that was produced by the Chevrolet division
of General Motors. The first Chevrolet sold with front-wheel drive , a single generation of the
Citation was sold from the to model years, succeeding the Chevrolet Nova. The model range
was offered in three body styles: three-door and five-door hatchbacks and a two-door
notchback coupe. The Citation was built on the second-generation compact GM X-platform. For
, the platform was switched to front-wheel drive and significantly downsized nearly reducing its
exterior footprint to that of the s H-platform subcompacts. Alongside a standard trim level,
Chevrolet offered the Citation X, offering performance-oriented upgrades. In an extended model
year, over , examples of the Citation were sold; along with becoming the best-selling car in the
United States for the model year, the Citation was among the most successful product launches
in General Motors history. In total, Chevrolet manufactured 1,, examples of the model line
during its production run. To better compete in the compact segment following the fuel crisis ,
General Motors commenced work in April on a replacement for its X-body compact lines,
including the Chevrolet Nova. As the s progressed, import-brand compact cars continued to
grow in popularity, gaining sales from domestic counterparts. While GM had produced
front-wheel drive vehicles for nearly a decade, its experience involved large personal luxury
coupes Cadillac Eldorado and Oldsmobile Toronado and recreational vehicles GMC Motorhome
, neither fuel-efficient nor compact. Following the reverse-engineering of Lancia vehicles, GM
selected a transverse front-wheel drive layout for the new X-body; [3] in the mid-summer of , the
first vehicle prototypes entered testing; in its development, Chevrolet would design the front
suspension of the platform, with Pontiac responsible for the rear. Intended for a model release,
the Chevrolet Nova replacement was to adopt the "Condor" nameplate. Coinciding with the
downsizing of the A-body mid-size line for , the launch of the Chevrolet Condor was moved to ,
as GM parts suppliers were trying to adjust to large-scale production of a front-wheel drive car.
During the delay, the Chevrolet Condor name was scrapped in favor of Chevrolet Citation. While
packaged with similar interior space as the Malibu and trunk space as the Impala, [5] the
Citation shed 20 inches of length only an inch longer than a Vega , 4 inches of width, and
pounds of weight from the Nova. Through its production, as one of the front-wheel drive X-body
vehicles, the Chevrolet Citation would undergo a number of manufacturer recalls. In , ,
examples were recalled to fix a transmission hose related to underhood fires. In April , the
Citation was released as a model in two trim levels. Alongside the standard trim, a sporty X
version was produced. Helped by an April release and yet another gasoline shortage during the
same time, over , Citations were sold by Chevrolet for the model year. However, as the second
gas crisis created demand for more fuel-efficient vehicles, GM was left with significant
shortages of 4-cylinder engines, leaving some customers to wait several months to receive their
vehicles. In an extended model year, Chevrolet would sell over , examples of the Citation; in
addition to making for one of the most successful product launches in General Motors history,
the Chevrolet Citation would become the best-selling car in the United States in For , the
Citation saw no visible external changes following its successful model launch. The X now
offered a more powerful engine than other Citations, including a hp "high output" 2. Marking the
transition of front-wheel drive for Chrysler, the K-Cars offered sedan and station wagons
unavailable from Chevrolet. For , the Citation underwent a minor exterior revision, replacing the
eggcrate grille with a horizontally-slatted design similar to the Malibu. As a running change
during the model year, the two-door Citation made its return after its temporary withdrawal.
During the model year, Chevrolet introduced two front-wheel drive model lines that would
significantly affect demand for the Citation. Replacing the Monza, the J-body Chevrolet Cavalier
subcompact offered its own coupe, hatchback, sedan, and station wagons configurations.
Phased in to replace the Malibu, the A-body Chevrolet Celebrity was offered as a sedan and
station wagon; technically a mid-size car, the Celebrity shared its chassis including its
wheelbase with the Citation. For , the model line saw few changes to the exterior, concentrating
most updates on the interior. Originally offered only on the X, the "HO" V6 was offered for all
vehicles. For , the Citation was renamed the Citation II. For the first time, Citation sales
increased over the previous year though remaining under , For , the Citation II saw several
revisions in its final year of production. The two-door Citation II was discontinued, though the X
remained. In addition to the X platform, GM also created a new line of engines for the Citation
and its sisters. The 2. The X platform was used in as the basis for the new front-wheel drive
A-body cars. The X platform was also the basis for the future L-body and N-body cars. Produced
as a separate trim level, the Citation X was a variant featuring cosmetic, chassis, and powertrain
upgrades over the standard Citation. At its launch, the chassis of the Citation X was upgraded
with front and rear stabilizer bars and a retuned sport suspension, which were kept throughout
its production. To upgrade handling, for , the steering rack was relocated from the firewall to the
subframe holding the engine and front suspension. The design change was intended to prevent

subframe movement from affecting steering behavior. For , the X offered only handling
upgrades over a Citation, with the powertrain consisting of a 90hp 2. To aid acceleration, axle
ratios of the X were changed, alongside the transmission gearing. A taller first gear was
intended to allow the X to accelerate to 60 mph without shifting to third gear. For , the X was
powered exclusively by a "high-output" version of the 2. As before, the X maintained separate
final-drive ratios. This output remained the same through In , the carbureted engine was
replaced by a fuel-injected version of the 2. In , the Citation X shared most of its powertrain with
the standard Citation, with the model being mostly a chassis and visual upgrade. Alongside the
alloy wheels and tires, the X featured a trunklid spoiler, sport mirrors, body skirting, and side
striping. In , to better distinguish the model from standard two-tone Citations, the side striping
of the X was replaced in favor of large "X" door graphic, which remained in use for the rest of its
production. The model is best distinguished from a standard Citation by its use of a black grille
the only exterior chrome trim on a Citation II X is the Chevrolet grille bowtie and trunklid
badging. In , a functional cowl-induction hood scoop was added. Under hard acceleration, a
solenoid operated switch opened a flap that let in extra air. While produced without the front
bench seat seen in the launch of the Citation, the interior of the X was most widely differentiated
with the use of a sport steering wheel. The X was produced with its own instrument panel,
which featured a full set of engine gauges RPM tachometer for , RPM tachometer for â€” In , the
editorial staff of Car and Driver criticized the Motor Trend decision alongside several other
vehicle awards [10] , citing poor build quality and mechanical reliability undeserving of such an
award in hindsight. Car and Driver , along with several other car magazines of the time, were
duped when GM lent them specially modified versions of the X-body vehicles in which heavy
torque steer had been engineered out torque steer was a handling trait common to X-platform
vehicles. Patrick Bedard of Car and Driver said that they were completely surprised by this
when they drove a production version some time later. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Retrieved Archived from the original on Dan Cummins Chevrolet Buick. Car and Driver.
Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando
Spin. Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from
December All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma , U. North Tarrytown, New York , U. Ramos Arizpe , Mexico. Transverse front-engine,
front-wheel drive. Chevrolet Corsica Chevrolet Beretta. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police
Pursuit Vehicle. GM built them between and The Citation was the result of a General Motors
program to develop a competitive compact car. They limped along with s-era holdover designs
in years prior. It was also known as the X-car due to its internal name. In fact, the Citation sold
in huge numbers on its initial launch. GM sold , in the first year alone. People praised the car for
forward-thinking ideas that saw the General abandoning some aspects of malaise-era concepts
that had ruled the previous five years of car sales. The issues ruined its chances to last on the
US market. Reliability problems also plagued the Chevrolet. That meant these hatchbacks and
notchbacks hit the scrap yard early. The X model in this auction was the sportiest version of the
Chevy Citation. The X got a 2. That engine replaced the 2. The result was horsepowerâ€”45
more than the four-cylinderâ€”and a time of fewer than nine seconds. Also, GM upgraded the
suspension. A four-speed manual transmission stirred the pot. But the model for sale here
features an automatic. The key attraction of this listing is the X in question shows only 10, miles
on its odometer. The second owner picked it up after the death of the original buyer after 30
years. By all indications, nobody has taken up the task of saving these cars for the future. Will
you answer the call? Bradley Berman is a leading writer and researcher about electric cars and
green transportation. By Daniel Gray Feb 11 0. GM Task Force trucks introduced refinement not
previously seen in work vehicles. This gorgeous By Jim Motavalli Feb 10 0. The automotive
carcass in St. The tree growing through the By Mark Bach Jan 27 0. Major car auctions are
going mostly virtual this year. Search for:. Tell your friends:. About the Author Bradley Berman.
Related Posts American. Read more. Recent Posts. All rights reserved. You knew that this day
would come. You just knew it. Whether you dread it or not, the day that a Chevrolet Citation X is
considered a collector car is here. This beautiful example can be found on Craigslist , or here on
the CL archive , somewhere north of Chicago, Illinois. I love it and I predict that cars like this will
be maybe the next big thing in the collector market. Is this the nicest Citation X left? It looks like
the pic above may have been flipped? We all know that a X-body GM, no matter what fancy trim
level or options that it has, will never be a Lamborghini Miura or a Bugatti Atlantic type of

collector car. But, as those cars are well above a million dollars and have been for years, there
is a huge segment of the market that wants to jump in with an inexpensive, unusual car, one
that not everyone else has and one that they grew up seeing when they were kids. Are they
interesting to everyone? If you know of another one, let us know in the comments section. Is it
perfect? Not even close, there is some rust visible on the door jambs which is a little
troublesome. They made them for six short model years, from to I know, there were better eras
for automakers but, again, it is what it is. I remember seeing these cars in my teens and also
seeing the similar Skylark, Phoenix, and Omega models and at the time I thought they were
pretty nice. There is some rust visible in the hinge area of the door jambs, perhaps my biggest
worry with this car. Have any of you seen the X model? I sure think so. I had a Citation with a
automatic transmission, it was a a decent Winter car but not at all fun. Later I had a used X 11
which was terrific, still miss it. Check out the old Road and Track road test. They were really
impressed with the car, by the way, they had made big improvements in the torque steer on
mine. Not afraid to admit, that as a 15 year old kid I thought these were pretty cool looking cars.
Ditto that. But, inexplicably, I like it. To it to an autocross novice class and got a ride with
someone who was really fast in a X A night and day different car! Her Previous car was a Lancia
beta Zagato. The Citation made the Lancia seem like the epitome of reliability. I think the
Citation was the most recalled car of all time. Her next car was a Nissan Maxima which was
actually worse than the Citation, but that is another story. Wow, flashback time. My first and
only new car was a Citation X, and it was identical in every way to this car. In my defense, it got
pretty good press at the timeâ€¦. It handled ok and was fairly quick for its day. Overall quality
was lousy, though the interior was unexpectedly durable. But do I want another one 36 years
later? Let someone else have the fun. Scotty, I think the rust you mentioned should be raising
alarm bells of the three-alarm kind, along with the back-to-front X X? All it takes is a few
ridiculously high sales at Barrett Jacksonâ€¦. In highschool for his 16th birthday a friend got a
silver X11 automatic. My 81 Aries two door 2. That little Plymouth embarrassed him many times.
I loved the Citations. Borrowed a new one for my senior prom. Owned a couple after that. My
Dodge Aires K 2. Shifting into 3rd the Chevy would pass. The HP change was a mild camshaft
spec change. These cars suffered from drive axle wrap up. Later years, they added a jack shaft
which allowed for equal length drive axles reducing the tendency. The manual trannys ate up
shift forks and final drive bearings. Remember these were the pioneer days of FWD â€” and
competition had a myriad of issues as well. It was a dark time for the car industry â€” but these
cars eventually led the way out of the dark agesâ€¦. A machinist at a shop I worked at back in
the day had a Citation X, I remember him talking about horrendous torque steer. The VW always
wonâ€¦. The Phoenix, skylark, and omega were no better. There is how ever a use for this car it
could be in the line of cars used at the tank jumping contest. Mine was a great car. I used the
huge hatch like a pick-up truck sometimes. It could turn the big series tires in first and chirp
them in 2nd and 3rd nowhere near redline. How many other cars of that era would go , miles like
mine did with no engine or tranny work expect a clutch once in a while? Paint and interior
plastic were terrible but no worse than any other GM car or most other cars of the era. What did
mine in was turning into the steep driveway of my apartment. Eventually torquing a car with
such a huge hatch opening compromised the body integrity. This brings back so many
memories. These cars were revolutionary in their day. Handling was well above average for the
era, as were fuel economy and acceleration with the V6. If GM had left them in development long
enough to work out the bugs, the story could have ended differently. Mine was plagued with
electrical problems. It once turned into something of an electrical black hole when the alternator
failed. Every time I disengaged the clutch, it stalled. We had an 81 X Engine died. Still have the
fiberglass hood, alloy wheels, spoiler, cowl induction air cleaner. Plan was to find a good
Citation and clone an X Notice I saidâ€¦.. I think these had the Radio that is mounted in a
straight line , nit like regular mounted radios. The big problem w these besides torque steer was
the back brakes would lock up under hard stops causing a spinâ€¦they were quick for the time
w the HO V6â€¦. The kids of today should thank all of us that had to endure cars like this thereby
forcing redesigns of cars to make them much better. These can be fun cars. Keeping it till the
day I die! Now find me a gremlinâ€¦.. It was 3 years old with 22, on odometer and she drove it
care free another , Tell you how bad the low life was in Seattle Olympia Tacoma area, one of
them stole it right out of our drive way. Got it back by crying Tac Hilltop gang area. Seem it
sitting in front of Bunch of Latinos house with them sitting there. They said not a wrear tire flat.
They had popped ignition and used screwdriver to start, it was still in igition. Wife drove it that
way for couple years. Think hers was an exception as every other one I knew of was junkets
from day one. We did upgrade suspension and tires. Cornered like a 1 ton flat bed with rear tire
flat. It was not slow, it was damn slow. Great story, Dirty Harry. Guns, Latino gangbangers, and
an All-American hero. Had an 82 4 door Phoenix, all black. Kind of stylish in that trim. Very

reliable and did me good service for my time. Traded in on a 90 Lumina Eurosport later. GM
made millions of them. This future refrigerator does not qualify. Front drive was obviously the
wave of the future, and this car was well anticipated. The 1st front wheel drive Chevy, and they
had over , orders. Took a while to get the bugs out, for many it was their 1st experience with
FWD and the next year, orders dropped by half. I read, Chevy relocated the steering box, and
that helped the steering some, but many were turned off, and RWD would soldier on for at least
another decade. Someone thought enough to save it. You can count the new RWD cars on one
hand now. A couple of months ago, I saw a Citation X identical to this one, but in much poorer
condition. I wondered then: 1. I learned to drive a MT in an 81 Phoenix. The little 4 spd. Ours had
the little Canadian built L4 â€” and it was bulletproof with regular maintenance. I think that car
had nearly K miles on it when we finally got rid of it in This is a rarity â€” most of these ended
up in the crusher years ago. Cool to see a timecapsule from my younger days. His parents
bought it for him. Anyway, it was a dud of a car. So many weird problems as I recall,.. As the
roller came up over the windshield, the antenna flung forward and right out through the car
wash exit door! Well, that was a laugh, we replaced it with a strung out coat hanger. Two years
later it still sported that coat hanger as he was looking to ditch the thing. Still makes me
chuckleâ€¦thanks barn finds! Emmâ€¦yeaâ€¦used to car pool with a guy who had one. It was a
nice car. It was great in snow and made me a believer in front wheel drive vehicles. Too bad you
never see any on the road or in car shows. I had one of the very first Xs had a friend in
Janesville and wanted it bad? Big mistake a real piece of not so good driving. It had five spoke
X wheels. I went to Jegs and bought nearly all of the performance parts available. Even a timing
gear! I sold it 4 years later for more than I had in it. I kinda miss that old car after seeing this
one. I had an 81or 82, 4 cyl. Put just over k on it with 0 problems. Was teaching my wife to drive
it, she had never learned to drive a standard, result was a toasted clutch. A buddy and I
replaced the clutch and pressure plate. Sold it shortly after that. It was fun to drive, decent gas
mileage, handled well, and good leg room. No doubt it was built cheap. When you hit a pothole
the whole dash shook. I guess the four studded winter treads she used to run helped a bit
though lol, I never could figure out why she ran them on the back of the car but it went great! So
there. I liked it and I got , miles out of it. It lost 2nd gear at , miles! I got out of it when I started to
sink as the floor pan was rusting. Best no worry days!!! Wow; late to the party on this listing. I
just forwarded it to my buddy in Columbia SC who has two of these. Repurchasing our youth.
We want what we loved. Keep bringing what ever comes up to our attention guys. It ran Seemed
fast back then. It was pristine, looking like it just rolled off the assembly line. Besides being
immaculate it was yellow with black interior. I appreciate any pro opinion. It was made from to
and was used in a bunch of vehicles including some Jeep mail trucks, so you know they had to
be tough. People were so turned off by the aluminum 4, they named the 2. How could it not be a
great engine? It was indeed. Terry J. Iron Duke used the Pontiac V8 bore and stroke, pistons
and other parts for cost cutting purposes and commonality in production. Then there was the
Upmarket version â€” the Cimarron â€” yuck! What a way to besmirch the Cadillac name! The
assembly plant guys loved the X cars â€” far more rear beam axles left the plant than cars.
Seems that axle made great small trailers! One of our Dupont salesmen got a brand new
Citation, took it to fill it up, as soon as he turned the pump on, gas poured out on the ground
â€” the assembly guys had forgotten to connect the filler neck up to the trapdoor! I got a new
rental at the Indianapolis airport to call on a GM or Delco div. Helluva way to visit a GM
facilityâ€¦. No sweat with the plastic, but one day after I had bought the car from Dupont as it
had reached its 55K mile turnin date, my ex was driving it and called to say it was running
horribly, so I swapped her my new co. I was driving a bomb and the gas was too liquid to keep
the lifters pumped up, which accounted for the lousy engine performance as the PCV system
was dumping the excess fuel vapors into the carb and screwing up the mixture. I did some
consulting work with Saginaw but only learned of this problem later. However, rubber creeps
and can distort and possibly shrink. Having found my Citroen DS steering joints had conical
steel springs in them to keep them tight, Saginaw had used cheap rubber which lost its
compression gradually and allowed the joint to get loose. With those cubes and the punch, I
packed those joints tight, then put a hoseclamp over the hole. Felt like a new front end after
that. Some GM stuff was so cheaply made! Parents bought me one for my 1st car when I got my
license, had it a week wrapped it around a pole lol, hated that car vertical stereo, no thank you. I
sold the new one due to a jerk sideswiping it. The other 2 were clunkers that I fixed up. The last
one was melted in a house fire. I have put a deposit on another one. I got it used in , with 75,
miles and peeling paint, but it ran like a champ for seven years. I put almost , miles on it, and it
gave me little trouble. It was a good winter car and I drove it for almost 4 years before the
engine blew up on the way back from college. Still miss the old X Of course I was very young
then but my six year-old daughter had an affinity for the car. Fold the rear seat down and the

cargo space seemed unlimited. Took me a month to emerge from the doghouse after that
decision of mine. Foolish, foolish me. Tranny blew 3K, the car had major rust in 2 years. The
hood delaminated, dealer kept trying to glue it back together, never worked, flapped down the
highway, torque steer, uhm wow, first time I floored it It jumped left practically into the next
lane. All that said I loved that car, it looked cool and it was pretty fast. I beat the living crap out
of that thing, towed a trailer and bikes to MX races all over the country, climbed the hillclimbs in
the pits, drove to Florida on daytona beach, great memories. It made it to K before I traded it for
an Alpine car stereo, I was sad when that car died. The next owner got another 19k before it
finally met the junkyard. They will be collectable because so few will survive. The one in the
picture is the exact one I had, identical. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here
to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our
free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in.
Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More: Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments
RayT Member. Rustytech Member. Alan Michigan Member. That Guy. In my defense, it got pretty
good press at the timeâ€¦ It handled ok and was fairly quick for its day. Beatnik Bedouin. Like
sense of humour, Glen. Fred W. Hey now! An my mistake it was a Reliant. Great story. The VW
always wonâ€¦ 1. Canadian Mark S. Truly laughing out loud. Claus Graf. Sanity Factor. Jim
Jimenez. Too bad all my garage space is occupied at this time! EHide Behind. Pa Tina. You
sound proud of that. Dave Member. Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Rube Goldberg Member.
Moparmann Member. Nova Scotian. Elmer Fudd. Sheldon Braffman. Brent in Winnipeg. I believe
black would have had gray stickers, not white. Thanks Rube. Pontiac engineered it and built it.
More info here. Ken Nelson Member. The Cimarron was a J Body, not an X. Cadillac never had a
version of the X Body 2. The Buick Skylark was my favoriteâ€¦.. T Mel. I love how some ppl
decide they are the authority on what collectible means. John Osborne. Stalled Project:
Chevrolet Bel Air. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Make Chevrolet. Model
Citation. I have a Chevrolet Citation X for sale. Well maintained,runs and drives excellent. Turn
key,Adult Owned. Could use replacement of valve cover gaskets a passenger side front
strut,passenger rear wheel bearing,a pin hole leak in the radiator on the upper rad hose
neck,one package tray support is missing,boot from air cleaner to cowl induction also missing
and three bumper fillers which you can get from Replica Plastics for Otherwise a little body
work, paint job and a quick cleaning of the floors. One of 1, produced. Might be the only Dark
Blue Citation X left in existence. Serious Inquires Only. Could use the money to finish another
project but don't NEED to sell. Make me an offer. Worst I can say is no. Runs and drives, but
needs fuel tank leaks. Any questions please call Hello Everyone! Up for auction is a Chevy
Citation 2. V6 Electric Carburetor. It runs and drives! It starts right up! It has a new engine and
radiator. The new engine has fewer than 3, miles on it and came new from RockAuto. The car
drives awesome with the carburetor disconnected from the ECM. It does OK connected too
though it appears to run a little lean and the response time is a bit slower. It has even stalled on
me, therefore I always just left it unplugged and never had a problem. You have to have it
plugged in to get it passed emissions though! It runs rich so it puts the hydro carbons up and
won't pass. Needs minor body work and could stand to be repainted as even though the body is
pretty solid, the doors are rough. To prevent surface rust it should really be sanded down and
painted. The front passenger corner and drivers side rear has minor damage. Please look at the
pictures. Interior is OK but could stand a good cleaning. If you ever had a Citation in your
lifetime you know about the rear hatch shocks! The rear hatch needs new shocks to support the
hatch without having to hold it or keep it propped up with something. It has been converted to
A. As you will note in the picture the Citation is missing 1 hubcap. It was a great back up car
and drove beyond awesome in the snow!!! It would make a great car for someone with the time
to invest into it! There are not many Citations on the road anymore! This year marks this
Citation an antique! Buyer is responsible for picking up the car or making arrangements to have
it shipped, etc. Also must pay taxes, title and tag fees. If you are in the Quakertown area you are
free to set a time to come and see the car yourself! If you have any questions please feel free to
contact me! Thank you and have a blessed day!!! It has ,xxx original miles and I have been and
currently am using it as a daily driver. In the past year I have put in a new radiator, new battery,
and new fuel lines. In the past 6 months I have also serviced and replaced headlights, a coolant
and heater core flush, all new top end gaskets, a new thermostat, a new starter, new windshield
wipers, new front axels and CV assemblies. In the past week I have put in a new water pump,
new v-belts, and a fresh synthetic oil change. It runs and drives very smooth and nice and gets
a ton of attention on the road. As you can see in the pictures the body is still in really good
shape. Also with the car, I will include 2 brand new tires in addition to the tires already on the

car. Thanks for looking!! Model Nova. Everyone loves the cool sporty look of this mean lean
Chevy! Rust Free, all original. Automatic transmission. Good looking paint, nice interior. Solid
V8, New brakes, all lights and gauges operable. Floor mats. Old school audiotex radio!!!! Nova
was the top model in the Chevy II lineup through The Chevy II nameplate was dropped, Nova
becoming the nameplate for the through models. Built on the X-body platform, the Nova was
replaced by the Chevrolet Citation introduced in the spring of Please call for appointment prior.
Check out our social media pages as noted below. If you wait to end, it will not be yours! Make it
yours today and call us to see how you can have it in your garage. Email for more photos or call
for any details at anytime. Thanks for looking. If you have a trade I will accept most anything in
trade. Call Anytime!! We will help arrange to have your vehicle picked up on a bonded, licensed
and insured carrier. Open or Enclosed. Across town or across the ocean! This is a consignment
vehicle. This vehicle is being sold AS IS. The description above is for informational and
narrative purposes only. Information regarding serial numbers, engine numbers, trim numbers
and other codes with reference to the authenticity of any vehicle offered is guaranteed to be the
same as identified by the vehicle's ID plate or trim plate or any other numbers as stamped into a
vehicles engine block, cylinder heads, transmission, differential or other mechanical
components which make up the vehicle. We reserve the right at any time to sell this vehicle
while the auction is on going. Only until a deposit is received is the vehicle secure to purchase.
Any buyer of vehicle is aware that they may at any time prior to deposit have the vehicle
inspected and will not rely on our opinion as opinions of an item may vary from person to
person as their determining factor for purchase. This vehicle is being offered and contracts will
be through the California licensed and bonded dealer Classic Auto Sales The seller has made a
dilligent effort to accurately describe this vehicle but does not expressly or implicitly guarantee
the accuracy of the above description. We try very hard to describe every vehicle honestly and
correctly. We strive to receive a 5 star rating on our ebay feedback. The only person that cannot
give a 5 star rating is one who DOES NOT ask all of their questions before they buy or properly
inspect the car to their liking! An internet buying waiver will be required at sale which seller will
clarify our commitment to our 5 star rating. Ask as many questions as you like prior to purchase
and we will respond promptly based on the questions at any time. We will also provide detailed
pictures if you request them. We openly encourage every potential bidder or buyer to have this
vehicle inspected or previewed at anytime PRIOR to winning an auction, placing bid or using
the Buy it Now feature. Buyer is responsible for all Sales Tax, License and Fees that may apply
to your area of residence. Model Corvette. This ZR1 is a two owner car with only 11, miles. He
put around 5, miles on it and sold it in The second owner bought it and kept it in a heated and
air conditioned garage. He had new injectors done five months ago, as well as new Bose
speakers all around about 4 years ago. The car comes with the "pizza box" with the leather
case, as well as the info video cassette, and driver's manual. The car also comes with the
original window sticker that shows just how loaded this thing was when it was purchased. It has
every option you could get. The car still has the original tires, which are in fantastic shape. This
car was truly cared for and loved a great deal since it was originally purchased. These cars were
absolute beasts when they came out, and extraordinarily ahead of their time with adjustable
suspension and a top speed of over mph. A stock ZR-1 set a number of international and world
records at a test track in Fort Stockton, Texas on March 1, , verified by the FIA, including seven
new international records: miles km at Call Tom 7 Days a Week at ! Within the last decade we
have become the Motor City's ultimate classic car, muscle and street rod dealership, both
locally and internationally. Our inventory is always stored indoors! We have a brand new,
state-of-the-art, 30, square foot facility that is open to the public. We would love for you to stop
by and see us! We are located 20 minutes away from Detroit Metro Airport, and would be happy
to pick you up and drop you off if you fly in. New cars arrive daily, and our inventory is always
changing. Vanguard Motor Sales owns all of our inventory, we are not a consignment
dealership. You are dealing directly with the owner of the vehicle, not a middle man. Every car
we purchase is of the utmost quality. Our mission is to exceed your expectations! Call us
immediately! You may lose out if you wait! Remember, our showroom is open to the public.
When a walk-in customer puts a deposit on a car we reserve the right to close the eBay listing
before the auction ends. If you think this car is "The One", we can end the auction by adding a
"Buy It Now" to the auction for the reserve price. If an auction ends and the bids do not meet the
reserve price, we will continue to relist it until it sells. Do not hesitate to contact Tom 7 days a
week! We take over photographs of the car, as well as a high definition video, so you know
exactly what to expect. We encourage you to hire an independent inspector to check out the
car, prior to purchase or bidding. We have a hoist available for views of the undercarriage, and
our mechanics are available to speak with if you have any questions. We are experts in over
seas shipping and handle all of the details. The shipping companies we work with are insured

so your vehicle will be safe and secure during transport. We ship all of our vehicles enclosed,
so they leave our shop clean and they are delivered to your driveway clean. We've built our
reputation on selling high quality cars honestly and fairly. We have up-front, no haggle pricing!
Call Tom today, and let Vanguard Motor Sales park your dream in your driveway! We encourage
buyers to make a thorough, independent inspection and investigation to verify the accuracy of
any claims to originality, history, equipment or other information provided prior to the purchase.
We reserve the right to cancel all existing bids and end the auction early should the item no
longer be available for sale. The remaining balance must be paid within 5 days. View our other
auctions Have a question? It has about 56, and has been well maintained. The LS1 engine
initially produced hp kW , subsequently increased in to hp kW. Relative to the C4, the new
platform and structural design substantially reduced squeaks and rattles. One of the more
popular "high-tech" options introduced to the Corvette line was a head-up display or HUD, while
another innovation was the Active Handling System first available as an option in , then
standard on all models in The C5 was also the first Corvette to incorporate a drive-by-wire
throttle; and variable-effort steering, whereby the assist level of the power steering is varied
according to vehicle speed more at lower speeds, less at higher speeds. A number of factors
are responsible for this: the relatively light weight of the C5 a curb weight under 3, lb 1, kg ;
Chevrolet went so far as to omit the spare tire as a weight-saving measure, relying upon run-flat
tires instead ; the C5's low drag coefficient; and the vehicle's tendency to upshift into the higher
gears as soon as possible. The manual transmission's Computer-Aided Gear Shifting results in
an obligatory shift from 1st gear directly into 4th gear under certain driving conditions; the
system can be deactivated through the use of an aftermarket device. Late in the production run
starting with the model year , the F55 Magnetic Selective Ride Control Suspension replaced the
F45 as the third suspension choice. The racing-inspired FE4 suspension used for the Z06 is
stiffer again than any offered on the base model C5, and is unique to that model with no
optional suspensions offered. The C5 is capable of matching or besting the mph acceleration
times of some of the world's premier sports cars, including the Aston Martin DB7 Vantage,
Ferrari , and Porsche Turbo Type [citation needed]. This Chevrolet Nova Convertible American
Classic is in good condition- 3 speed automatic transmission- Power steering- Straight 6
cylinder- New interior and carpet- Runs perfect- Manual brakes- All stock parts- Great gas
mileage- Only area with significant rust you can see in pictures is around the glass of windowsOwned for 30 years by mechanic shop owner and has been stored in garage until recently which
is why it is for sale kept outside it will rust.. See below for history. This Chevrolet Nova
Convertible American Classic is in good condition-3 speed automatic transmission-Power
steering-Straight 6 cylinder-New interior and carpet-Runs perfect-Manual brakes-All stock
parts-Great gas mileage-Only area with significant rust you can see in pictures is around the
glass of windows-Owned for 30 years by mechanic shop owner and has been stored in garage
until recently which is why it is for sale kept outside it will rust.. Make Volkswagen. We are also
finishing up the real wheel wells. If you don't like the California look we can raise it some. The
prototypes were expensive and VW was looking for a new cheap car, to compete with the brand
new Chevette, from Chevrolet. The rear-engine, rear-wheel drive had a gearbox with four
speeds. In the s, Volkswagen also offered an ethanol-powered engine option, with cc and 49 hp.
Make Cadillac. Model Fleetwood. It was one of the first American front-wheel drive vehicles to
be returned to rear-wheel drive. At inches 5, mm overall, the Fleetwood was the longest
production car made in the United States until production ceased on December 13, In , Cadillac
used the Corvette-derived LT1[13] cu in 5. The DeVille was used again in Another reason was
that Cadillac already had two large sedans in its lineup â€” the DeVilleand the Seville, so no
direct replacement was needed. The 7, lb 3, kg trailer towing package was made available ,
something not seen in a production sedan since the â€” Cadillac Sixty Special[citation needed].
It is big and boxy, nearly nineteen feet long and six-and-a-half feet wide. There is no
"Euro-style" lack of brightwork on the car. The massive egg-crate grille and bumpers are heavily
chromed. Bright trim surrounds the windows and lights, and highlights the massive sides of the
car. The upholstered roof, stainless steel-trimmed lower body panels, and whitewall tires add to
the traditional appearance of the Brougham. There are few sedans made that have more interior
space. Front and rear shoulder room is well over five feet. The softly-padded bench seats are
opulently upholstered with leather. The front seats have integral heating elements and
adjustable lumbar support. Each side of the front seat is separately adjustable, and there is a
new center armrest with dual cupholders, CD and cassette storage, and space for a cellular
phone. The door panels and dashboard are finished with padded leather and wood trim.
Naturally, seats, windows, door locks, and mirrors are power-operated. Both the driver and front
passenger have an airbag. Daytime running lights are new for No firm European sports
suspension here. The ride is very soft, and occupants are well-insulated from the outside world.

Speed-sensitive power steering makes the Brougham easy to maneuver. In a great improvement
over the large Cadillacs of yesteryear, the spring and shock absorber rates are correctly
matched on the new Fleetwood so that there is no excessive motion when quickly changing
lanes or when traveling on poorly-maintained roads. Good sound insulation and low levels of
wind noise make the inside of the Brougham luxuriously quiet. It epitomizes the classic
American large luxury car. This horsepower engine is as venerable and classic as the
Fleetwood itself, and is a close relative to the engine found in the Chevrolet Corvette. There is
plenty of power for hills, passing, merging, or full loads, and fuel economy is surprisingly good.
The 4-speed electronically controlled automatic transmission shifts smoothly and quickly. A
trailer towing package is available. It gives the Fleetwood the ability to tow trailers weighing up
to 7, pounds, a higher rating than many sport-utility vehicles. When production of the Cadillac
Fleetwood Brougham ends at the end of the model year, the traditional big Cadillac will be
extinct. The highways of America won't be the same. We are a small family dealership, with
years of knowledge in the car business. We are here supplying you with the best prices for the
vehicle you are looking for. All of the cars we list provide the Vehicle History Report for you to
view, so you know what your buying! We are very honest when it comes to the pricing and
descriptions of our cars, and of course everything else! We list our cars as close to what the
book value for the car is, so we
envoy gmc
cadillac cts 2000
suzuki aerio 2005 parts
are not trying to rip you off. You can contact us with further questions, we are always available
to answer. Last year for this model! Bakersfield, CA. Elk Grove, CA. Miami, FL. Dallas, OR.
Federal Way, WA. Garden City, NY. Sacramento, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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